How To use your babychamp baby wrap

babywear your NEWBORN
We want to make sure you have all the information you need for
babywearing. Therefore we have selected some helpful videos for
you.
Front wrap cross carry

Click on each image to learn how to do basic knots.

Pocket wrap cross carry

If you have any questions, please contact
info@babychamp.org

private breastfeeding
Wherever and whenever you need to breastfeed your baby, you can
do it without retying it. See video:
Cradle hold

babywear your TODDLER
When your baby is bigger, you will have to pay attention
to his/her free hands, baby`s curiosity will want to pick
everything. Hera are the most used and practical knots:

Pocket wrap cross carry
Front wrap cross carry

baby belt for PREGNANTS
Pregnants can have an extra support using
Babychamp baby wrap and easy tying. See video:

Pregnancy belly belt

hammock For babies
1. Choose one side of the crib and fold
Babychamp baby wrap on its middle part
(where the label is) around the wood.
Make a bend (see page 4)
2. Pull the wrap to the opposite side of
the crib. You will have two layers with the
same length.
3. On the other side of the crib, make
another bend
4. Adjust the bend according to the height
you prefer.
5. Make sure it is stable and tight.
6. Do not use for toddlers more than 10
kg.

hammock For toddlers
1. Choose one table not bigger than 2
meters to tight your baby wrap and put
away all chairs from under it.
2. Choose the largest part of the wrap
(the middle part with BabyChamp
label) to be under the table, at the
place your kid will stay.
3. Put remained cloth over the table
and make a knot or a bend (see page
4).
4. Make sure the part under the table
does not reach the ground and the
knot
is
tight.
5. Do not use for toddlers more than
10 kg.

make it tight
Reef knot
Double sheet bend
Englishman`s loop
Angler`s loop

Watch video

Contact us
If you have any questions or feedback, please contact us via info@babychamp.org
If you are happy with BabyChamp baby wrap, please leave us a review by visiting Amazon Feedback.

